
AH Leadership Team
26th June 2017 21:05

Present: Jonathan Larkin, Marc Baker, Ben Goodard.
Apologies: Liz Aver, Heather Alford, Sarah Thrift

F1. Internal Reordering

Ben has spoken to Archdeacon Bill about DAC faculty for internal reordering. Bill supports 
what we are trying to do - we need to explain what we desire to do and make the case.

AV Quotes - we have had a number of quotes received - some including lighting. Still 
waiting on a couple of replies. Ben's next step will be to draw up comparison chart when 
he has time. 

Marc following up with Jan Allen. Awaiting staffing proposals for next steps on support staff 
who might be able to move this forward.

Jonathan is receiving quotes for laptops. Reviewed with Ben. Jonathan to gain other 
quotes (3 required) and confirm details of graphics memory (seems to be 2Gb - might 
need more).

New bulb installed in current projector in church - 

J2 3rd Sunday Club Group

4 new people have come forward which is encouraging. 

Axes
Emma Batten
Liz Aver
Monica

Doesn't look like enough to start 3rd group from September but Marc to ask Heather if she 
has made more progress on some of the people she was asking?

Friday Night Youth Group

Lorna and Sarah to run Friday night - SWYM worker to assist. 

4 people have come forward to help with the rota:

Martin
Jonathan 
Monica
Chris Brough



That is the 8 slots we need so youth group can run every week. 

11-14 Sky Acts on Sunday

Chris Ramsey to lead in the autumn.

J3 - Cross church family integration.

Youth cream tea for older church members. Seems to not be possible this summer as the 
young people can not make the date suggested. 

Suggestion for Christmas but seems like a long time away. 

Jonathan to reply on date to Sarah from Larkin point of view and ask which others have 
said no...

J4 - Parenting Course - Liz is willing to run this on small scale. Marc to advertise in July 
and discover demand. 

M1 - Future Congregation Numbers

Discussion followed. Decision to review in autumn 2018.

Individuals 

We talked and prayed for some folk who are unwell and some who are on the fringe of 
church life.

Meeting ended with prayer.

Date of next meeting - 7:30pm - Vicarage - 24th July


